
U.S. Patent No. 8,538,860 (‘860) CLAIM 1 ONLY - SAMPLE 

CLAIM 1 INTERNAL MAP EXCERPT

Claim ‘860 Claims and Definitions (non-exhaustive) Non-Exhaustive Discussion, and Analysis 

Claim 1, lines 28-31 

A 

A non-transitory computer-readable medium (A1) comprising 
computer-readable instructions (A2) for implementing 
methods (A3) which create, modify, and manipulate (A4) 
units (A5) of a collective investment vehicle (A6), 

NOTES: 

1. computer readable medium (“CRM”) (A1)
2. computer readable instructions (“CRI”) (A2)
3. methods (“METHODS”) (A3)
4. create, modify, manipulation (“CMM”) (A4)
5. units (“UNITS”) (A5)
6. collective investment vehicle (“CIV”) (A6)

NARRATIVE: 

- methods (A3) produce individualized results at the
unit level, while maintaining the operational
efficiency of a collective investment vehicle CIV (A6)

- methods (A3) and the systems components cure
inaccuracies in know systems (see ‘860 FIG. 7A and
related specification at COL. 14 line 64 through
COL. 15)

- methods (A3) increase the functionality of the
computing components, running the range of -X to
+X leveraged returns (‘860 illustrates where X is 1
and 2 in FIG.s 7 and 7A and the related specification
detail), including deleveraged environments from
+0.00000001 to +0.99 and also -0.99 to -
0.00000001

COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OPERATION 
 (non-exhaustive): 

- The CRM (A1) is a component of the system hardware which
includes the system storage (FIG. 1, 30) and system processors
(FIG. 1, 22 and 25), and the database table components in FIG.
3 (at 52), FIG. 4 (at 60) and FIG. 5 (at 66).

- The CRI (A2) operates the ‘860 middleware system which runs
the system processes linked to and positioned between
electronic exchanges and the computer platform at brokerages
(see FIG. 1)

- The METHODS (A3) include the steps enumerated in the CRI
flow charts at FIGs. 8, 8A, 9, 10, and 11, the system sequencing
FIG 2, the lookup indexing at FIGs. 3 through 5.

PROCESSING (non-exhaustive): 
- The METHODS (A3) operate the system for the purpose of

improving the functionality and accuracy of the computer system
(see MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE
BELOW)

- Using METHODS (A3), to create, modify, and manipulate (CMM)
(A4)

MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE (non-exhaustive): 
- The METHODS (A3) implemented through the CRI (A2) residing

on the CRM (A1), uniquely carry 3 data items [fixed par (C2), unit
count (A4/A5), and price (C1/D1)] which, integrated with the
system, effectively operates as virtual machines, processing
units separately such that:

o individualized returns for each individual, time-
dependent, and fixed price dependent unit are accurate
and faithful,

o UNITS (A5) are created at fixed values regardless of
time or market conditions,

o a single physical computer system with the specified
components operates over a single collective investment
vehicle (CIV) (A6) for efficiency, but produces a
practically unlimited number of individualized returns,

o an individual’s choice of fixed price or entry time or
period engagement will not impact accuracy

- The system increases the functionality of the system and its
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Claim ‘860 Claims and Definitions (non-exhaustive) Non-Exhaustive Discussion, and Analysis 
components as described below.    

- The system makes possible UNITS (A5), homogenous in their 
part of a CIV (A6), but through processing, each runs on an 
individualized track over multiple periods 

 

Claim 1, lines 31-34 
 

B 
 
 

…and cause units (A5) to accurately track (B1) a linked 
index (B2) or specific investment strategy (B3) through the 
execution of steps (B4), the computer-readable instructions 
(A2) comprising instructions (B5) for: 
 
NOTES: 
 

1. accurately track (“TRACK”) (B1) 
2. linked index (“INDEX”) (B2) 
3. specific investment strategy (“STRATEGY”) (B3) 
4. steps (“STEPS”) (B4) 
5. instructions (“INSTRUCTIONS”) (B5) 

 
 

COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OPERATION 
 (non-exhaustive): 

- The INSTRUCTIONS (B5) contain the software instruction set, 
stored within system components at FIG. 1, and operated in 
accordance with flow charts at FIGs. 8 through 11, 

 
PROCESSING (non-exhaustive): 

- The METHODS (A3) operate the system for the purpose of 
improving the functionality and accuracy of the computer system,  
and METHODS (A3) are [partially] articulated in the STEPS (B4) 
executed through the invocation of the INSTRUCTIONS (B5) 
(see MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE 
BELOW) 

 
MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE (non-exhaustive): 

- The system, including INSTRUCTIONS (B5), STEPS (B4), and 
other components is uniquely capable of running a range of 
STRATEGIES (B3) and INDICIES (B2) without modification or 
special casing for a STRATEGY (B3), 

- The system, including INSTRUCTIONS (B5), STEPS (B4), and 
other components delivers the capability to individually process 
one or more UNITS (A5) identified by a time of entry and INITIAL 
FIXED PRICE (C1) within the aggregate processing of a single 
CIV (A6) 

Claim 1, lines 35-37 
 

C 

creating units (A5) at an initial fixed price (C1) and a fixed 
par value (C2), the fixed par value including values (C3) 
which differ from values at the opening of any market period 
(C4) 
 
NOTES: 
 

1. initial fixed price (“INITIAL FIXED PRICE”) (C1) 
2. fixed par value (“FIXED PAR”) (C2) 
3. values (“VALUES”) (C3) 
4. opening market period (“OPENING PERIOD”) (C4) 

 
 
 
 

COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OPERATION 
 (non-exhaustive): 

- The system INSTRUCTIONS (B5) and components of the 
system hardware (FIG.1) create UNITS (A5) at INITIAL FIXED 
PRICE (C1) regardless of time, INDEX (B2), or other conditions 
(e.g. $1 of a STRATEGY where the related INDEX is $625, and 
then again $1 of a STRATEGY during the next MARKET 
PERIOD even where the INDEX may have halved ($317.50) or 
doubled ($1250) 

- The system and CRI (A2), creates UNITS (A5), and with each 
creating simultaneously generates 3 triangulating metrics of 
UNITS (A5) count, INITIAL FIXED PRICE (C1), and FIXED PAR 
(C2) 

- The triangulating metrics, the CRI (A2), and other system 
components enable the effective virtual machine element where 
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Claim ‘860 Claims and Definitions (non-exhaustive) Non-Exhaustive Discussion, and Analysis 
individual UNITS (A5), processed with a single CIV (A6) are 
accurately operated real time 

PROCESS RESULT (non-exhaustive): 
- The creation and storage of system values create the time

specific identifying characteristics of each time-dependent
creating (A4), and with these values, the CRI (A2) can essentially
create, modify, and manipulate (A4) each “creating” as its own
sub-vehicle (or effective vehicle within a vehicle).

- Where the INDEX (B2) is shares of Tesla, and where
STRATEGY is “+1x”, the system will create a INITIAL FIXED
PRICE (C1) $1 UNIT when (A) INDEX is $625 at an OPENING
PERIOD (C4), a FIXED PAR VALUE 0.0016 ($1/625), and a
UNIT count of 1, and again when (B) INDEX is $1250 at a
market open, a FIXED PAR VALUE 0.0008 ($1/1250) , and a
UNIT count of 1.

- Where UNITS (A5) are inventory UNITS (A5) of the
platform/system sponsor, UNITS (A5) will be manipulated prior-to
or concurrent with each OPENING PERIOD (C4) or concurrent
or following a market period close

MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE 
- the function of the computing system containing CRM (A1) and

CRI (A2) is improved because the CRM (A1) & CRI (A2) enables
the hardware configuration to operate what are essential different
sub-products or UNITS (A5) of the larger group with full
accuracy, while also benefiting from the machine scale efficiency
within a single CIV (A6)

Claim 1, lines 38-41 

D 

Creating an intra-period price value (D1) which links the 
fixed par value (C2) to returns (D2) for an applicable partial 
period to produce a system generated intra-day transacting 
price (D3), and 

NOTES: 

1. intra-period price value (“IPERIOD VALUE”) (D1)
2. returns (“RETURNS”) (D2)
3. intra-day transacting price (“IDAY PRICE”) (D3)

COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OPERATION 
 (non-exhaustive): 

- The system INSTRUCTIONS (B5) and components of the
system hardware (FIG.1) create UNITS (A5) at INITIAL FIXED
PRICE (C1) regardless of time, INDEX (B2), or other conditions
(e.g. $1 of a STRATEGY where the related INDEX is $625, and
then again $1 of a STRATEGY during the next market period
even where the INDEX (B2) may have halved ($317.50) or
doubled ($1250)

PROCESS RESULT (non-exhaustive): 
- An IPERIOD VALUE (D1) links the FIXED PAR (C2) to the

RETURNS (D2); where the INDEX (B2) is shares of Microsoft
(prevailing price $250) and where STRATEGY (B3) is “+1x”,
INITIAL FIXED PRICE (C1) is $1 for a UNIT (A5), a FIXED PAR
VALUE (C2) 0.004 ($1/250), and if the RETURNS (D2) are 50%,
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Claim ‘860 Claims and Definitions (non-exhaustive) Non-Exhaustive Discussion, and Analysis 

 the INTRA PERIOD VALUE (D1) is equal to $250 x (1 + 0.50) x 
0.004, or $1.50, and where the RETURN (D2) is intra-period, the 
IDAY PRICE (D3) is $1.50 

- An IPERIOD VALUE (D1) is a value which may differ from an 
INITIAL FIXED PRICE (C1)  
 

MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE 
- the application IPERIOD VALUE (D1) for each UNIT (A5) is a 

part of the system’s virtual machine effect, where the separate 
UNITS (A5) of the CIV (A6) are capable of being processed with 
separate effect to those factors and inputs impacting the overall 
CIV (A6) in real time 

 
 

Claim 1, lines 42-47 
 

E 

manipulating (E1) units (A5) outstanding (E2) at a close of 
each market period such that the units determine an 
equivalent value (E2) based on a reset to the initial fixed 
price (C1), and creating an adjusted par value (E3) by 
adjusting the fixed par value (E4) in a counterbalancing 
direction responsive to the equivalent value determined; and  
 
NOTES: 
 

1. manipulating (MANIPULATING) (E1) 
2. units outstanding (UNITS OUTSTANDING) (E2) 
3. equivalent value (EV) (E3) 
4. adjusted par value (ADJUSTED PAR) (E4) 
5. adjusting the fixed par value (AFP) (E5) 

 
 
 
 

COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OPERATION 
 (non-exhaustive): 

- UNITS (A5), including inventory UNITS (A5) of the sponsor, are 
MANIPULATED (E1) in response to both (a) the final IPERIOD 
VALUE (D1) of a period, and (b) the minimum UNITS (A5)  

- UNITS (A5) are MANIPULATED (E1) such that an EV (E2) is 
achieved by the system for UNITS (A5) through the 
MANIPULATION of (i) UNITS OUSTANDING (E2), (ii) 
manipulation back to an INITIAL FIXED PRICE (C1), and (iii) 
ADJUSTED PAR (E4) and AFP (E5) 
 

PROCESS RESULT (non-exhaustive): 
- A MANIPULATING (E1) at a close of each market period 

ensures that the system can recalibrate each UNIT (A5) so that 
the system can repeat its virtual machine with respect to each 
UNIT (A5), 

- A MANIPULATING (E1) permits full virtual machine 
discrimination of UNITS (A5) regardless of prevailing market 
conditions or market conditions at the time of UNIT (A5) CMM 
(A4) 

 

Claim 1, lines 48-58 
 

F 

The adjusted par value (E3) is determined according to  
 
Pt = (St-1 x Pt-1)/St x (1 + Pricet-1 – Price0)/Price0 , 
 
where Pt is adjustment to the fixed par value immediately 
following a system manipulation; Pt-1 is actual par value 
attributed to a unit by the system on an immediately 
preceding the system manipulation; St is number of units 
outstanding immediately following the system manipulation; 
St-1 is number of units outstanding immediately preceding 

COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OPERATION 
 (non-exhaustive): 

- Immediately following the system’s discriminatory manipulation 
of UNITS (A5) the system INSTRUCTIONS (B5) and 
components of the system hardware (FIG.1) create an 
ADJUSTED PAR (E3) for UNITS (A5), processing UNITS (A5) 
simultaneously separately and also in aggregate with the CIV 
(A6) 

- The system INSTRUCTIONS (B5) and components of the 
system hardware (FIG.1) affirmatively manipulate UNITS (A5), 
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Claim ‘860 Claims and Definitions (non-exhaustive) Non-Exhaustive Discussion, and Analysis 
the system manipulation; Price0 is a creation price; Pricet-1 is 
an acquisition price for the related period, or a fixed value, 
and Price0 for pre-existing units. 

where under the virtual machine effect of the system, 
MANIPULATING is performed  

- 
PROCESS RESULT (non-exhaustive): 

- The discriminatory ADJUSTING THE FIXED PAR VALUE (E4),
allows for the alteration of UNITS (A5) counts and the values of
price including an IPERIOD VALUE (D1) during a session,

- UNITS (A5) including inventory units of the sponsor, and
MANIPULATED (E1) in response to both (a) the final IPERIOD
VALUE (D1) of a period, and (b) the minimum UNITS (A5)
denomination supported on the platform (generally $1 or $5)

MACHINE AND PROCESS GAIN AND PURPOSE (non-exhaustive) 
- the function of the computing system containing a CRM (A1)

component is improved because the CRI (A2) can handle what
are essential different sub-products or UNITS (A5) of the larger
group,while also benefiting from the machine scale efficiency
within a single vehicle or CIV (A6)

EXAMPLE (non-exhaustive) 

PERIOD = 1 
INDEX (B2) = Tesla, “TSLA”, where TSLA’s price is $625 
STRATEGY (B3) = “+1”  
INITIAL FIXED PRICE (C1) = $1.00 
FIXED PAR (C2) = $1.00 / $625 = 0.00160  
RETURNS = 100%, TSLA rises from $625 to $1250 
INTRADAY = 0.0016 x 1250 = $2.00 

PERIOD = 1’ (post close manipulation) 

UNITS TRANSACTED AT CREATION 
0.0008 = (1 x 0.0016) / 2 x (1 + (1 – 1))/1 

UNITS TRANSACTED AT INTRADAY BY BROKER FOR RESALE TO 
UNRELATED PARTIES ON AN EXCHANGE, BACK TO THE 
COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT VEHICLE OR BACK TO A SPONSORING 
BROKERAGE PLATFORM FOR SUBSEQUENT RESALE: 
0.0016 = (1 x 0.0016) / 2 x (1 + $2 - $1)/$1 
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